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Time relay clocking - Timer relay 0,1...360000s AC
24...240V E 234 CT-TGD

ABB
E 234 CT-TGD
1SVR500160R0000
4013614350696 EAN/GTIN

5476,67 INR excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 5-6 days* (IND)

Timing relay E 234 CT-TGD design of the electrical connection screw connection, pulse-shaping function, rated control supply voltage Us at AC 50 Hz 24... 240 V, rated control
supply voltage Us at AC 60 Hz 24... 240 V, rated control supply voltage Us at DC 24... 48 V, Type of voltage for actuation AC/DC, rated current 6A, time range 0.1... 36000s,
number of outputs, instantaneous, opener 0, number of outputs, instantaneous, closer 0, number of outputs, instantaneous, changeover contact 0, number of outputs, delayed,
opener 0, number of outputs, delayed, closer 0, number of outputs, delayed, changeover contact 1, suitable for DIN rail mounting, width 17.5mm, height 70mm, depth 63mm,
the time relays of the CT-D series are in MDRC construction in a housing that is only 17.5 mm wide and fits in all standard installation and distribution cabinets. The CT-D
series is the link between industrial and installation design. For maximum flexibility in use, 10 individual and 2 multifunction devices with 7 time functions are available. The
devices have 4 or 7 time ranges that can be set from 0.05 seconds to 100 hours. Its wide voltage input enables it to be used worldwide.
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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outside the EU.
*** Savings compared to RRP = the manufacturer’s recommended retail price. RRP is the price recommended to retailers by the manufacturer, importer or wholesaler as

a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
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